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With people trying to hold together

increasing work demands combined

with pressure to adapt to various hybrid

work scenarios or experiments, it feels

impossible to find enough time to

balance work demands and still have a

life. As a leader, it can feel even more

elusive and daunting to create the

conditions for balance for you and your

team. Instead, we push people to keep

going and ignore the physical and

emotional toll that work-life conflict

creates.

The pandemic crystallized for many

people that they’ve been ignoring their

needs outside of work at their peril.
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WORK- L I F E  BA LANC E ?

UN L I K E L Y .  

I T  F E E L S  L I K E  AN

UNAT TA I NA B L E  GOAL ,

SO  WE  END  U P  I G NOR I N G

I T  AND  HOP E  “ONE  DAY ”

WE WON ’ T  B E  SO  B U SY .  



in the context of their work? What if companies could rely on employees to deliver their

work commitments while managing their work and personal needs as they saw fit?

What if employers could trust employees to balance the demands of their work in a way

that optimized both their work performance and their physical and mental health?

When we read about the challenges with achieving work-life balance, the advice typically

focuses on changes the individual could make to get their life back on track, including

more self-care, proper workload prioritization, or perhaps time blocking to get into flow.

I’m a big proponent of these types of changes, but actions at the individual level aren’t

sufficient on their own to address this issue. Instead, we need to engage leaders and

organizations to understand their role in making work-life fulfillment a reality for the

people on their teams, or risk people leaving to pursue it elsewhere.

In my work as a leadership coach and certified Psychological Health & Safety Advisor,

I’ve helped leaders create lasting change that makes work-life harmony and fulfillment

not only possible, but a lived reality. It requires shifting mindsets and pre-conceived

notions of balance and accountability and changing how you lead your teams so that

work-life fulfillment becomes possible for everyone. 

 We are no longer willing to sacrifice our

personal lives for our jobs. Hybrid work

scenarios alone aren’t the solution, because

some employees can’t wait to return to the

office, while others prefer to spend more time

with their families in lieu of commuting. 

What if instead of celebrating “hustle culture”

where people are encouraged to work long

hours and neglect their health and personal

lives to prove their commitment, we could

create an environment at work where people

could talk openly about their personal needs 
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we n e ed  to

engage  l ead e r s

and

organ i za t i ons

to  und e r s tand

t h e i r  ro l e  i n

mak i n g  work-

l i f e  f u l f i l l m en t

a  r ea l i t y  fo r

t h e  p eo p l e  on

t h e i r  t eams



W O R K - L I F E  H A R M O N Y :
W H A T  I S  I T  A N D  W H Y

D O E S  I T  M A T T E R ?

The Canadian Standards Council (CSC) lists balance as

one of 13 evidence-based organizational factors that

contribute to psychological health and safety in the

workplace. It is defined as a workplace where “there is

recognition of the need for balance between the

demands of work, family, and personal life” and

acknowledges that we all have other roles in our lives

beyond our work.

In my experience, the best leaders not only recognize

and acknowledge it, they proactively partner with their

teams to ensure it. Not just out of the goodness of

their hearts (though, yes, it is the kind and people-

oriented thing to do) but because they know it’s good

for business.

When we feel fulfilled across the many areas of our

lives, we feel energized and able to take on work and

personal tasks. We have a greater sense of control and

certainty about meeting deadlines and working

effectively because we feel focused, calm, and

confident. 

When we don’t have work-life balance—when we are

disconnected from our personal lives for extended

periods of time— we can feel distracted, resentful, 
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https://www.csagroup.org/article/cancsa-z1003-13-bnq-9700-803-2013-r2018/
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overwhelmed, and detached from our work. We can feel

disheartened that we’re failing in all aspects of our lives. It

can become deep physical and mental fatigue, making it

difficult to feel committed and passionate about our work,

which translates into disengagement, higher absenteeism,

and turnover, leading to lower productivity and customer

satisfaction. 

Overworking to the point that work and life are out of

balance—where we start to feel unfulfilled in our personal

lives, or worse in conflict, takes a toll physically, mentally,

emotionally, and spiritually (think purpose, not religion)—is

what author and trainer Linda Hoopes calls the four

energies that are critical to personal resilience during

difficult times.

Gaps in spiritual energy specifically, which is when we’re

missing a sense of purpose in our lives, have a direct link

to work-life fulfillment. When we feel fulfilled—in our work

and our lives—it’s because we’ve unlocked our spiritual

energy. So it becomes less about having work and life truly

balanced, but rather that they combine in a way that feels

healthy and energizing. 

The impact of work-life conflict is one of the key factors

that is sparking a significant upheaval in organizations

today. Organizations and leaders need to get this right, or

risk losing their employees, including their top performers,

to other organizations who are able to provide it.

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/leading-energy-linda-hoopes/?trk=portfolio_article-card_title


While it can play out differently for each of us, there are common elements that signal

when work bleeds in unhealthy ways into our personal life. Whether it’s a sense of

responsibility, ambition or work ethic, many employees will remain quiet in the face of

imbalance and have them feel like work must be prioritized over everything else. This

may serve organizational objectives in the short-term, but it’s often these same

employees who will eventually vote with their feet and leave for other opportunities

and employers that promise a better balance.

With 27% of US workers considering quitting their job, plus nearly two-thirds

considering an entirely different industry or career path, we haven’t seen the full effects

of the “Great Resignation.” Gartner research shows 64% of employees feel the

pandemic has made them rethink the place work should have in their lives, causing

renewed analysis about work choices and priorities.

Research from Bamboo HR notes 79% of employees say they feel burnt out on a

monthly basis and 24% say they want to leave their job because they need a mental

health break. 53% of employees say they are more likely to prioritize health and well-

being than before the pandemic, while research from JLL notes 60% of employees

expect that their employer will take care of their health and wellbeing (up 15% over the

previous year in 2021).

As humans, we tend to thrive with well-rounded lives, so we need to address the root

causes of imbalances if we want to bring out the best in ourselves and others.
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WORK-LIFE CONFLICT
IS FUELING 
THE GREAT RESIGNATION

https://www.bamboohr.com/resources/ebooks/rethinking-the-great-resignation/
https://www.gartner.com/en/articles/employees-seek-personal-value-and-purpose-at-work-be-prepared-to-deliver
https://www.bamboohr.com/resources/ebooks/rethinking-the-great-resignation/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/worklab/work-trend-index/great-expectations-making-hybrid-work-work?ranMID=24542&ranEAID=TnL5HPStwNw&ranSiteID=TnL5HPStwNw-Lo53OaiveOpi56wTHdtT2g&epi=TnL5HPStwNw-Lo53OaiveOpi56wTHdtT2g&irgwc=1&OCID=AID2200057_aff_7593_1243925&tduid=(ir__isvf9utahgkf6jcxjt6pkx93y22xv3zivvyj6m1j00)(7593)(1243925)(TnL5HPStwNw-Lo53OaiveOpi56wTHdtT2g)()&irclickid=_isvf9utahgkf6jcxjt6pkx93y22xv3zivvyj6m1j00
https://www.naiopmd.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/JLL-Workforce-Preferences-Barometer-June-2022.pdf
https://www.us.jll.com/content/dam/jll-com/documents/pdf/research/global/jll-workforce-preferences-barometer-mar-2022.pdf


79% OF EMPLOYEES 
SAY THEY FEEL BURNT OUT ON A

MONTHLY BASIS AND 24% SAY THEY

WANT TO LEAVE THEIR JOB BECAUSE

THEY NEED A MENTAL HEALTH BREAK.

 

 53% OF EMPLOYEES 
SAY THEY ARE MORE LIKELY TO

PRIORITIZE HEALTH AND WELL-BEING

THAN BEFORE THE PANDEMIC

 

 60% OF EMPLOYEES 
EXPECT THAT THEIR EMPLOYER WILL

TAKE CARE OF THEIR HEALTH AND

WELLBEING (UP 15% OVER THE

PREVIOUS YEAR IN 2021).

Bamboo HR,  Apri l  2022
Microsoft  Work Trend Index 2022 
JLL Workforce Preferences Barometer,  June 2022

Source:
1.
2.
3.
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https://www.us.jll.com/content/dam/jll-com/documents/pdf/research/global/jll-workforce-preferences-barometer-mar-2022.pdf
https://www.bamboohr.com/resources/ebooks/rethinking-the-great-resignation/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/worklab/work-trend-index/great-expectations-making-hybrid-work-work?ranMID=24542&ranEAID=TnL5HPStwNw&ranSiteID=TnL5HPStwNw-Lo53OaiveOpi56wTHdtT2g&epi=TnL5HPStwNw-Lo53OaiveOpi56wTHdtT2g&irgwc=1&OCID=AID2200057_aff_7593_1243925&tduid=(ir__isvf9utahgkf6jcxjt6pkx93y22xv3zivvyj6m1j00)(7593)(1243925)(TnL5HPStwNw-Lo53OaiveOpi56wTHdtT2g)()&irclickid=_isvf9utahgkf6jcxjt6pkx93y22xv3zivvyj6m1j00
https://www.naiopmd.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/JLL-Workforce-Preferences-Barometer-June-2022.pdf


T H E  P A T H  T O  W O R K -
L I F E  C O N F L I C T  

If we look more closely at the causes of work-life

conflict that are prompting widespread career change

considerations, unreasonable workload
expectations are often at the top of the list. There can

be a sizeable gap between what employers expect

from employees and what’s humanly possible to

deliver. 

Whether unrealistic expectations are set from the

beginning of a working relationship or project, or jobs

expand over time as other colleagues resign or are

redeployed (which author Anne Helen Petersen calls

The Expanding Job), it can become an overwhelming

struggle for employees as they try to handle an

unmanageable workload. Combine this with the

common practice of setting “stretch goals” that are

almost impossible to meet, and employees get so

overwhelmed that they either work longer days (which

we know doesn't work), they show signs of

“presenteeism” and check out completely, or those

who don’t voice any concerns may quietly vote with

their feet and go elsewhere.

The CSC cites workload management as one of its 13

factors contributing to psychological health and safety,

defining it as, “a work environment where tasks and

responsibilities can be accomplished successfully

within the time available."
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https://annehelen.substack.com/p/the-expanding-job
https://hbr.org/2015/08/the-research-is-clear-long-hours-backfire-for-people-and-for-companies
https://www.inc.com/serhat-pala/how-to-stop-your-employees-from-being-mentally-absent-at-work.html


A lack of discussion about what can be considered

reasonable to accomplish, combined with higher levels of

expanding work as downsizing and ongoing resignations

continue to occur, both contribute to creating higher work

volumes than can be reasonably achieved in the timeframe

defined.

Besides unrealistic workloads, employers are asking

employees to return to working on-site, leaving employees

with reduced access to workplace location flexibility
that many were first introduced to as the pandemic began.

This isn’t about “working in comfy pants at home” but

about being able to choose where they can work most

effectively. Research from Fidelity notes that 65% of

workers want flexibility in their schedule and work

location. Employees still want to be visible and have access

to opportunities that create greater levels of authority and

influence, but want to be able to set the parameters for

where, when, and how they do it.

Without work-life fulfillment, which equates to high levels

of work and personal satisfaction, our brains will struggle

to function at optimal levels needed for job performance.

The pandemic has created high levels of stress and

uncertainty, and without adequate levels of downtime,
our brains can’t recover from stress.
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https://newsroom.fidelity.com/press-releases/news-details/2022/Fidelity-Study-Shows-Young-Professionals-on-the-Move-Six-in-Ten-Have-Changed-Jobs-During-the-Pandemic-or-Expect-to-Be-at-a-Different-Company-Within-Two-Years/default.aspx
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/why-its-good-for-grown-ups-to-go-play/2017/05/19/99810292-fd1f-11e6-8ebe-6e0dbe4f2bca_story.html?utm_term=.f79a703f06d5&itid=lk_interstitial_manual_14


The current advice for re-establishing, or at least improving, work-life harmony focuses

mostly on tips for individuals to better manage their own workload and sense of

balance. But without equal support and action from leaders and organizations, these

efforts become difficult for the individual to sustain.

Some articles suggest setting better boundaries as part of the path to work-life

alignment. The advice is well-intended, but can be difficult to implement on your own,

particularly if your company culture rewards long hours. 

Other experts believe the goal of successfully integrating all areas of our work and

personal lives is impossible and encourage us to choose one or the other. Author David

Sedaris coined the Four Burners Theory, which involves examining the four elements of

family, friends, health, and work and choosing “just two” to focus on at a time. 
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EXISTING “SOLUTIONS" TO
BALANCE AREN’T WORKING

The current advice for re-establishing, or

at least improving, work-life harmony

focuses mostly on tips for individuals to

better manage their own workload and

sense of balance. But without equal

support and action from leaders and

organizations, these efforts become

difficult for the individual to sustain.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2009/08/24/laugh-kookaburra
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This is unfair, as it puts the entire burden of managing the

imbalance on the individual, with no easy option. Work

immediately takes up one choice, leaving us with

uncomfortable choices–how to choose between health or

family? 

It leaves the ambitious individual feeling like they need to

give up something crucial in their personal life in order to

meet their professional demands. Rarely do we hear about

companies and leaders considering their role in the

balance equation for their employees. And yet, companies

and leaders that can learn to do this well may just create

the differentiating feature that helps them to stand out

and attract top talent . With high turnover and job vacancy

rates continuing to increase, this elusive balance will need

to be solved if companies hope to attract and retain their

workers. 

With research from Monster showing that 86% of younger

workers feel their well-being is extremely important and

57% believe that managing work-life balance is critical to

their well-being, we need to make work-life harmony a

priority.

https://intelligence.monster.com/


“Often work life and home life are portrayed as being in conflict, but in some
ways it’s a false dichotomy. When we find satisfaction, purpose, and a feeling of
competence in our jobs, it enriches our friendships and family life. Conversely,

being a well-rounded person outside of our work life helps us reach our full
potential within it.” 

- Kristin Neff, PhD, Fierce Self Compassion 

 

Work needs to be a mutually beneficial social exchange for everyone involved. If we are

going to solve work-life conflict and create environments of healthy balance with the

optimal conditions for psychological health and safety, our solutions must support the

needs of people and companies. 

This isn’t about ignoring a company’s interest in revenue and growth. Quite the

opposite. If you’re in an environment where results are driven at the expense of the

physical, mental, emotional and spiritual health needs of your employees, you’re at a

disadvantage. Leaders today need to be equally skilled at both driving revenue results

and leading people effectively and with their whole lives in mind. It is about creating the

conditions for individuals to thrive and succeed at work, and recognizing that this

means acknowledging and honouring the whole lives of employees.

In my organizational psychological health and safety work, we rely on the 13 CSC

factors to help us identify which changes are needed to optimize work outcomes and

maximize work-life fulfillment.
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WE NEED WORK TO
REALLY WORK - FOR
PEOPLE AND FOR
COMPANIES

https://www.ccl.org/articles/leading-effectively-articles/how-to-help-employees-balance-the-work-life-conflict/


Workload Management - Can employees complete their work within the

timeframe available?

Balance - Do employees feel their organization acknowledges that they are

managing the demands of work, family and personal life?

Clear Leadership & Expectations - Have work expectations and assignments, and

how work connects to overall business goals, been clearly communicated to all

employees?

Engagement - Do employees feel connected to their work and feel motivated to

contribute fully? 

Psychological Support - Do employees feel their psychological and mental health

concerns are supported by leaders and colleagues? 

In particular, there are five evidence-based factors that leaders should focus on to set the
foundation for sustainable work-life harmony, including:

Burnout researcher and Berkeley professor Christine Maslach echoes these factors in her
research findings. Organizations and leaders who take time to consider and optimize their
environment for these five factors, including how they can work together, will be creating the
conditions for true work-life harmony to exist for their employees. I believe this is a critical
differentiating factor for successful organizations, and if ignored, creates conditions that will
become untenable to employees.

Where to start? Leaders need to create the conditions for true, honest conversations to
happen at work.

 If you’re in an environment where results are driven

at the expense of the physical, mental, emotional and

spiritual health needs of your employees, you’re at a

disadvantage. Leaders today need to be equally

skilled at both driving revenue results and leading

people effectively and with their whole lives in mind.
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https://www.gallup.com/workplace/237059/employee-burnout-part-main-causes.aspx


Creating a “both and” environment where people and

profits can both flourish requires us to be open to a

much deeper level of honesty and values-based

interactions to ensure that there’s true alignment

between company needs and individual skills,

interests, and capacity.

Imagine yourself interviewing a very promising

candidate for your team. They ask you about the

corporate culture, and work expectations on evenings

and weekends. How often do you paint a rosy picture

of the culture? Or downplay how work really gets

done? And to the candidate: how often do you paint a

rosy picture about your enthusiasm for long hours?

A hiring manager may say, “we only work late into the

evenings and weekends when it’s critical,”, when the

reality is that the team is working extended hours and

weekends on a regular, ongoing basis. It’s the norm.

The candidate, excited about the company and role,

may say, “I’m happy to put in extra hours. I’ll do

whatever it takes to get the job done.” Meanwhile, one

of the reasons they left their last role was because they

struggled to have time for their family commitments. 

V A L U E S  &  C A N D O R :  T H E
F O U N D A T I O N  F O R

W O R K - L I F E  H A R M O N Y  
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Employees, here’s your dose of tough love: if you’re overstating your enthusiasm and

willingness to work long hours because you’re worried that you won’t get the role (yet

you know you’ll be resentful), you’re not owning your part of this process either. 

If we are going to create work environments that allow people to achieve their dreams

and meet the expectations of their role, these recruitment conversations need to

change, so that honest discussions about organizational and individual values and

expectations are discussed. For a successful and fulfulling employment relationship,

employee values need to align with the values, needs and demands of the organization.

If as a leader, you’re hesitant to share the true, lived experience of your workplace

culture and how work gets done, I want you to ask yourself why. If you’re worried the

truth may scare off top talent, your organization has work to do. 

 Are either of these individuals coming to this conversation with malicious intent? Likely

not, but both are misleading about how work really gets done and about their

expectations and wants. 

Leaders, I’m going to give you some tough love here: if you’re painting a rosy picture

with potential candidates; if you’re embarrassed to speak truthfully and honestly about

the way work gets done, you have work to do on your corporate culture. 
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Creating a “both and” environment where people

and profits can both flourish requires us to be

open to a much deeper level of honesty and

values-based interactions to ensure that there’s

true alignment between company needs and

individual skills, interests, and capacity.

 



FOR A SUCCESSFUL AND

FULFILLING EMPLOYMENT

RELATIONSHIP, EMPLOYEE VALUES

NEED TO ALIGN WITH THE

VALUES, NEEDS AND DEMANDS

OF THE ORGANIZATION. 

 

IF AS A LEADER, YOU’RE

HESITANT TO SHARE THE TRUE,

LIVED EXPERIENCE OF YOUR

WORKPLACE CULTURE AND HOW

WORK GETS DONE, I WANT YOU

TO ASK YOURSELF WHY. 

 

IF YOU’RE WORRIED THE TRUTH

MAY SCARE OFF TOP TALENT,

YOUR ORGANIZATION HAS WORK

TO DO.
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H O W  T O  B E G I N  B U I L D I N G
A  C U L T U R E  O F  T R U E

W O R K - L I F E  F U L F I L L M E N T
 

There are four critical steps you can take as a leader

towards creating true work-life harmony for each

member of your team.

Step 1) Get Real: Where are we struggling?
Clearly identifying the problem you need to solve as an

organization will allow you to focus your solutions in the

right places. The answer to this question will be different

for every organization, and likely for every team. Are

people burning out and quitting or going on medical

leave? Are people staying, but completely detached from

their work because they’ve lost their passion or

understanding of purpose, or possibly have run out of

energy?

You can gather information from exit interviews,

employee pulse surveys, and focus groups via in-depth

conversations about specific challenges your team is

experiencing, and then brainstorm solutions. In the

discussions I’ve helped leaders hold with their teams, the

feedback I hear consistently is that these conversations

are both healing and practical, and some of the most

effective interactions they’ve had as a team and have led

to a significant rethinking of practices that no longer

served them. Being seen, heard, and understood at the

individual level can make all the difference.
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If this is feeling like you’ll be expected to find custom solutions for every employee, yes

and no. There may be some common elements that will apply to everyone and there

may be unique (or possibly temporary) concerns that require support for one employee

or a subset of your team. This is to be expected as each individual with their own

circumstances and there will also be systemic issues to address.

Step 2) Set The Vision: What environment do we want to create?
Use the input you captured in Step 1 and start to shape the work environment and

culture you want to create. How will work be assigned and how will we determine if

workload is manageable? How will we commit to work deadlines and hold each other

accountable? What does a flexible work schedule mean for us? What else will be

important in order for each of us to feel work-life fulfillment is achieved?

As you look to create new work scenarios, there aren’t always “best practices” available

for how best to create the work culture you need. But you likely don’t need to recreate

the wheel. There are companies who have been able to create calm and balanced work

environments that have successfully navigated the challenges from the pandemic, and

understanding what they do well can help you find new ways of working.

Once you’ve identified the critical

organizational issues, it’s time to get granular
and dig in at the team level, as the issue may

play out differently for different teams and

departments. Collecting data on the

underlying issues for the people on your team

will be critical before you start developing

specific solutions that will address the core

issue for your team. Are people frustrated with

unexpected schedule changes, or last-minute

requests to stay late? Is the purpose of their

work or role unclear? Do they have small

children or provide support to aging parents

that require flexibility?
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S ta r t  w i t h  some

smal l  ac t i ons

and  evaluat e

as  you  go .

Have  lo t s  of

conve r sa t i ons

i n  you r  t eam

abou t  what ’ s
work i n g  and

what  e l s e  n e e d s

to  c hange .  



For example, if you’re looking to anchor back to

a deeper purpose and talk about it more often,

Patagonia has done this well. If you need to

create better “work from anywhere” practices

by actively evaluating what’s working every

month, Spotify might be a great example to

model. 

Consider joining forums or mastermind groups

with others outside of your organization who

are in similar roles, or industries to share best

practices, and what hasn’t worked and why. 

Step 3) Start To Experiment: How can we
move towards the desired future state?
As you consider changing how work is done so

you create more balance for employees, be

clear about which problems you’re trying to

solve, and spell out exactly what this will mean.

How will hybrid meetings and collaboration

take place? Will new technology solutions be

needed? Will people be asked to speak up more

often? The more clarity you can provide about

your vision, and the opportunities for others to

describe what they hope to see will create a

needed clarity for everyone.

Successfully creating an environment of true

work-life harmony for your team isn’t a “fix it

and forget it” solution.
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https://corporate-rebels.com/patagonia/
https://corporate-rebels.com/spotify-work-from-anywhere/


 You don’t need to create a massive workplan requiring

many, many months of analysis before any changes are

made–frankly, the changing demands of the pandemic and

the ever changing business environment make that almost

impossible to consider. Start with some small actions and

evaluate as you go. Have lots of conversations in your team

about what’s working and what else needs to change.

Step 4) Review, Refine & Expand: How can we continue
to iterate as we evolve?
This will become your steady-state mode of working

together, as you’ll need to keep in touch with your

employees to see what’s working and where additional

changes need to be made. And as you experiment with new

solutions and find things that work well, you can work with

your team to make these changes permanent.

As you work through these steps, you may need to adjust

your leadership style and practices to address the changing

needs of your team and understanding what will be

required of you.
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As a leader, work-life harmony will never exist unless you decide to make it a priority—

employees don’t have the situational power needed to assert this change. To prevent

people from quitting or checking out mentally because of burnout, you’ll need to take

ownership for creating solutions that work for everyone. These steps might sound

simple, but they will require a level of commitment and vulnerability on your part to

bring them to life. They might feel uncomfortable at times, but that likely means you’re

on the right track.

In order to set the right tone with your team through this transition, here are four

practices to add to your leadership routines: 
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WHAT DO LEADERS NEED
TO “GET RIGHT” THROUGH
THIS TRANSITION?

1) Watch for signals to use as leading indicators of progress.
Pay attention to red flags and lip service by noticing whether there is a misalignment

between what senior leaders are saying and the lived experience of employees. If

there’s a mismatch, you have more work to do. Watch for messages coming to you

covertly or through the grapevine. Sometimes it is absolutely crucial to provide an

anonymous channel, but if employees are consistently hesitant to speak up about

workplace challenges, you have work to do on the psychological safety front.

2) Increase one-on-one meetings and team huddles.
When stress levels and workloads rise, the first thing that gets cancelled,

rescheduled or postponed are one-on-one meetings and team huddles. Don’t let

that happen; instead, stay more closely in contact with your team and how they’re

adjusting through the transition. 



What support does my team need this week? 

 Are we all clear on what is most important, and what success looks like for those

items? 

 Are there any places where we need to reprioritize to better manage workload?

3) Provide emotional support to your team. 
This might be uncomfortable for you, but checking in with employees about how

they are feeling through this transition will mitigate any perceptions that this effort

isn’t genuine, or intended to only provide superficial outcomes. Speak to the facts—

what you've observed, the impacts you’re seeing. Let them know that they don't

need to share any personal details with you if they aren't comfortable sharing. Stay

curious and ask how you can support them, and what support would look like. Co-

create a plan together. Having this conversation proactively signals to the employee

that they are valued and supported, and also allows you to plan and problem-solve

together, before a situation reaches a crisis level.

4) Model your own work-life fulfillment for your team. 
Take stock of where you need to create more balance and model this behaviour for

your team. Share how you are re-prioritizing your workload, or managing your time

to address personal and work priorities. Ask yourself these three questions every

week (all of which connect directly to monitoring the five psychological safety factors

in real-time): 

1.

2.

3.
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Use these meetings to proactively talk

about potential challenges, obstacles,

wins/celebrations, and re-prioritize

work as needed, and get on the same

page about outcomes and what

success looks like. Even as little as 15-

30 minutes spent doing this proactively

can save you hours in productivity

later, and can help to prevent burnout

before it happens.



Your own self-awareness of balanced work practices (or lack of them) will be critical.

You have to walk the talk or no one will believe that things will change. If leaders don’t

do their own work to improve their work effectiveness, they end up projecting their

own limiting beliefs on the entire organization.

Leading your team to a place of true work-life fulfillment takes work, but it’s worth it.

Remember, this isn’t about relaxing expectations or anticipating less output. The

renewed clarity and direction you’re providing, combined with leveraging five of the

psychological safety factors will ensure that your team members are engaged in their

work and able to sustain their work progress without burning out. By reducing the

stress created from lack of clarity and unrealistic workloads, you remove the pressure,

long hours, and fatigue. Without the tension, stress, and miscommunications, your

team is able to take accountability for their work and deadlines because they’re

returning each day feeling recharged and excited about what they’re doing. 

We can’t keep asking employees to bear the brunt of solving work-life conflict. We need

to acknowledge the organizational and leadership sources for it and take steps to

resolve it. In this new era of post-pandemic insight, people are no longer willing to settle

for anything less than achieving work-life fulfillment, even if it means walking away from

companies who continue to ignore it.
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As a leader, work-life harmony will never

exist unless you decide to make it a priority

— employees don’t have the situational

power needed to assert this change. To

prevent people from quitting or checking

out mentally because of burnout, you’ll

need to take ownership for creating

solutions that work for everyone.



Stephanie Woodward is a leadership coach, facilitator, and upcoming author of

The Big Scale Back: Success and balance by your own design. 

 

She is the founder of Agency II Change, a boutique firm specializing in custom

coaching programs for individuals and teams to dramatically change how

effectively they work together. 

 

You can find her on Instagram @agencytochange or via email at

stephanie@agencytochange.com. 

 

https://stephaniewoodward.com/
https://www.agencytochange.com/
https://www.instagram.com/agencytochange/

